Words related to film industry list PDF �
Movie vocabulary list:
a blockbuster
a box office hit
a cameo
a close up / a close shot
a fade out
a film clip
a film company
a film starring Vin
Diesel as Riddick
a flop
a key moment
a major role
a minor role
a movie buff, a cinema lover, a
moviegoer
a movie theater, a cinema
a pan, a panning shot
a part, a role
a reel
a release date
a remake
a retake
a review
a sequel
a setting
a shot, a take
a spoiler
acting
action!
actor, actress
an award
animation
background music
badly acted
body double
boring
box office
camera angle
cameras
casting
critic
cut!
cutting
depth of field
dialogue (UK) / dialog (US)
dubbed
editing

end credits
final cut
footage
foreground
frame
framing
in shot
jump cut
lens
light
lighting
low angle shot
main character
movement
movie star (male or female)
off-camera / outside of frame
official festival selection
on location
on set
original language
outdoor shooting
plot line / plotline
point of view shot
predictable
premiere, preview
projection room
projection screen
property, props
rushes
scene
screen
screening
script (film/movie) script
seat
sequence shot
sets, film set
shooting, filming
short film
showing, playing, on screen
slow
slow motion
sound effects
soundtrack
special effects (special XF)
still shot
stock shot
story board
story/plot
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subtitled
subtitles
talented
the atmosphere
the background
the big screen
the cast
the climax
the costumes
the development
the direction
the distribution
the field of vision
the film business / industry
the genre
the hero
the heroine
the major film companies
/ studios
the making-of
the pace, rythm of the movie
the plot
the title
theme music
ticket
tilt
time lapse
touching
tracking shot
trailer
trilogy
viewer
viewing / screening
JOBS
an actor
a film reviewer, a critic
a movie star
a movie star
a rising star
a top billing star
an actress
assistant director
boom operator
camera operator
co-star
crew, the film crew
designer

director of photography
director, film-maker
dresser
editor
executive producer
extra, walk-on
female lead, leading actress
film editor
first cameraman
guest star
hair stylist
leading part
major role
make-up artist
male lead, leading actor
minor role / supporting role
movie editor
producer
projectionist
property man (props man/wom
an)
screenwriter / scriptwriter
shooting team
sound editor
sound recorder / soundeffects engineer
stunt double
stuntman
stuntwoman
supporting actor
supporting actress

TYPES OF FILMS
a biopic
teen movie
a black-and-white movie
a chick flick (familier)
adventure movie
an action movie
cartoon
comedy
disaster movie
documentary
drama
gangster flick (familier)
historical film
horror movie
love story
musical
psychological drama
road movie
science fiction (sci-fi) movie
short film
silent movie
thriller
war movie
western
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USEFUL VERBS
to go to the cinema, to the pict
ures (UK),
to the movies (US)
to act, to play, to perform
to award a prize
to be in shot
to be out of shot
to be shot in the studio
to be shot on location
to co-star with
to direct
to direct
to do walk-on parts
to dub
to edit, to cut
to feature
to frame a shot
to intercut
to pan
to perform, act
to produce
to produce a film
to project, to show
to put a film together
to queue up
to release
to screen
to sell out
to shoot, to film (a film, a mov
ie, a scene)
to show a movie, a film
to star
to subtitle
to view
to work as an extra
to zoom in / out

